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Vicomsoft announces Email Filtering Solution  
 

 

Vicomsoft today announced the launch of InterGate Mail Service, a managed email 

filtering service. Designed for corporate networks of any size, it protects business 

against both Spam and Viruses for both email and images, whilst delivering 0% 

false-positives. 

 

The volume of spam emails being sent has recently risen dramatically on a global 

scale - more than doubling in quantity since June 2006. Consequently, any business 

that does not employ an effective spam management technique will have noticed a 

considerable increase in the amount of spam they have received over this period. It 

is estimated that up to 75% of all corporate email received is Spam. 

 

”Vicomsoft is delighted to be able to bring this managed solution to market” says 

David Townend, CEO, “hardware and software solutions, which purport to combat 

the problem, require at least a degree of user intervention or management in order 

to be effective.   Vicomsoft’s solution requires no such intervention”.  

 

InterGate Mail Service from Vicomsoft offers a number of key benefits.  For example, 

managed services operate outside the local IT environment, that is, the corporate 

network or ISP's mailservers - which ensures that users do not need to manage or 

update the service with virus definitions. 
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Also, as email is managed externally, InterGate Mail Service eliminates the problem 

of wasted bandwidth due to spam and viruses, effectively providing additional 

resources within the user organization.  It delivers added functionality, such as ‘Zero 

Hour’ protection from the initial seconds of a spam or virus outbreak, protection 

against Denial of Service or Directory Harvest attacks, powerful rules engines and 

visual reporting mechanisms. 

 

”We have large corporates and many SME clients, as well as public sector clients 

especially in education and the police, using Vicomsoft solutions. The ease of setup 

and ability to apply flexible filters for both Internet use and Email filtering gives the 

IT team peace of mind”. Says Paul Conibere, Senior Technical Consultant for 

Vicomsoft. 

 

Vicomsoft InterGate Email Service is available from 1st February 2007.  A risk-free 14 

days trial is available from www.vicomsoft.com. 
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About Vicomsoft 

 

Delivering innovative Internet and network security solutions for over twenty years 

has placed Vicomsoft at the forefront of its market. With numerous accolades for its 

products, the company continues to keep ahead of the curve in terms of its ability to 

anticipate market needs and to meet them with proven technologies. Over 20,000 

organisations in 76 countries use Vicomsoft software solutions.  Vicomsoft head 

office is in Bournemouth, UK and the company has offices in New York, USA. 
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